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Visual Input Enhances Selective Speech Envelope Tracking
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Our ability to selectively attend to one auditory signal amid competing input streams, epitomized by the “Cocktail Party” problem,
continues to stimulate research from various approaches. How this demanding perceptual feat is achieved from a neural systems
perspective remains unclear and controversial. It is well established that neural responses to attended stimuli are enhanced compared
with responses to ignored ones, but responses to ignored stimuli are nonetheless highly significant, leading to interference in performance. We investigated whether congruent visual input of an attended speaker enhances cortical selectivity in auditory cortex, leading to
diminished representation of ignored stimuli. We recorded magnetoencephalographic signals from human participants as they attended
to segments of natural continuous speech. Using two complementary methods of quantifying the neural response to speech, we found
that viewing a speaker’s face enhances the capacity of auditory cortex to track the temporal speech envelope of that speaker. This
mechanism was most effective in a Cocktail Party setting, promoting preferential tracking of the attended speaker, whereas without visual
input no significant attentional modulation was observed.
These neurophysiological results underscore the importance of visual input in resolving perceptual ambiguity in a noisy environment.
Since visual cues in speech precede the associated auditory signals, they likely serve a predictive role in facilitating auditory processing of
speech, perhaps by directing attentional resources to appropriate points in time when to-be-attended acoustic input is expected to arrive.

Introduction
Understanding speech, particularly under noisy conditions, is
significantly facilitated by viewing the speaker’s face (Sumby and
Pollack, 1954; Grant and Seitz, 2000; Schwartz et al., 2004). Multiple studies indicate that visual input affects neural responses to
speech, both in early sensory cortices and higher order speechrelated areas (Besle et al., 2004; Davis et al., 2008; McGettigan et
al., 2012). However, little is known about the neural dynamics by
which visual input facilitates on-line speech perception, since the
majority of electrophysiological studies to date have focused on
audiovisual (AV) effects of processing individual syllables, in
rather unnatural laboratory paradigms (van Wassenhove et al.,
2005).
Recently, important advances have been made in the ability to
quantify the neural response to continuous speech. Converging
evidence across several methodologies indicates that lowfrequency neural activity in auditory cortex (⬍15 Hz) phase lock
to the temporal envelope of speech, which fluctuates at similar
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rates (Rosen, 1992; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Aiken and Picton,
2008; Lalor and Foxe, 2010; Hertrich et al., 2012; Peelle et al.,
2012). The temporal envelope of speech is critical for comprehension (Shannon et al., 1995; Drullman, 2006) and it has been
suggested that this “envelope-tracking” response serves to parse
the continuous input into smaller units (syllables or phrases) to
which higher order decoding of the fine structure is applied, allowing for syllable classification and word recognition (Ghitza,
2011; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012).
To date, studies investigating the envelope-tracking response
have mainly used auditory stimuli. However, articulatory facial
movements are also correlated with the speech envelope and precede it by ⬃150 ms (Grant and Seitz, 2000; Kim and Davis, 2003;
Chandrasekaran et al., 2009). Thus, theoretically, viewing the
talking face can provide predictive cues for upcoming speech and
facilitate its processing (van Wassenhove et al., 2005; Schroeder et
al. 2008; Arnal et al. 2011). In this paper we investigate whether
viewing the speaker’s face indeed enhances the envelope-tracking
response in auditory cortex.
Since the benefit of congruent visual input to speech perception is greatest under difficult auditory conditions (Sumby and
Pollack, 1954; Callan et al., 2003; Ross et al., 2007), we investigated AV effects on the envelope-tracking response under two
conditions: when listening to a single speaker and when attending
to one speaker while ignoring a concurrent irrelevant speaker
(Cherry, 1953; McDermott, 2009 (simulating a “Cocktail Party”).
Previous studies, using auditory-only stimuli, have shown that
the envelope-tracking response of the attended speaker is ampli-
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fied compared with the ignored speaker (Kerlin et al., 2010; Ding
and Simon, 2012; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012). Nonetheless, the
response to the ignored speaker remains robust, which can lead to
behavioral interference (Cherry, 1953; Moray, 1959; Wood and
Cowan, 1995; Beaman et al., 2007).
Here we recorded magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signals
as human participants attended to segments of natural speech,
presented either with or without the corresponding talking face.
We investigated whether viewing the talking face enhances the
envelope-tracking response and whether visual input improves
the preferential tracking of the attended speaker in a Cocktail
Party environment (Zion Golumbic et al., 2012).

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirteen native English-speaking participants (eight female, median age
22, one left handed) with normal hearing and no history of neurological
disorders provided informed consent according to the University Committee on Activities Involving Human Participants at New York University. All participants but one were right handed as assessed by the
Edinburgh Inventory of Handedness (Oldfield, 1971).

MEG recordings
MEG data were collected on a 157-channel whole-head MEG system (5
cm baseline axial gradiometer SQUID-based sensors; KIT) in an actively
magnetically shielded room (Vakuumschmelze GmbH). Data were sampled at 1000 Hz, with a notch filter at 60 Hz, and an on-line recording 200
Hz lowpass filter. Each participant’s head position was assessed via five
coils attached to anatomical landmarks both before and after the experiment to ensure that head movement was minimal. Head-shape data
were digitized using a 3D digitizer (Polhemus). The auditory signals were
presented though in-ear earphones (Etymotic ER3-A) and the speech
sounds were presented at comfortable conversational levels (⬃72 dB
SPL). The visual materials were presented on a rear-projection screen in
the shielded room (⬃18° horizontal and 11° vertical visual angles, ⬃ 44
cm from eyes; Infocus LP 850 projector). Stimulus delivery and triggering were controlled by Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems).

Experimental design
The stimuli consisted of eight movie clips of two speakers (one male, one
female; four movies per speaker) reciting a short passage (9.8 ⫾ 1.5 s).
The movies were edited using QuickTime Pro (Apple) to align the faces
in the center of the frame, equate the relative size of the male and female
faces, and to clip the movies appropriately. Each female movie was paired
with a male movie of approximately similar length (⬍0.5 s difference in
length), and this pairing remained constant throughout the entire study,
yielding four stimulus pairs. In each trial, a stimulus pair was selected,
and either one of the stimuli from the pair was presented individually
(Single Speaker) or both stimuli were presented simultaneously (Cocktail Party). The stimuli were presented either with or without the video
(AV/A), yielding a total of four conditions: AVsingle, AVcocktail, Asingle, Acocktail (see Fig. 1A). To ensure sufficient repetitions of each
stimulus in a particular same condition, the attribution of stimulus pair
to condition was held constant across the experiment. Specifically, two
stimulus pairs were used for the AV conditions and two for the A conditions, and in both cases the same stimulus pairs were used for the Single
Speaker and Cocktail Party conditions. The envelopes of all stimulus
pairs were uncorrelated (Pearson correlation coefficient r ⬍0.065 for all
pairs).
In all conditions, the audio signal was presented diotically, so the
auditory streams could not be segregated based on spatial cues. The
videos were presented on either side of a computer screen, and the location of each speaker (left/right) was assigned randomly in each trial. In
the A conditions, rectangular placeholders were presented on both sides
of the screen instead of the videos.
Before each trial, instructions appeared in the center of the screen
indicating which of the speakers to attend to (e.g., “Attend Female”). The
participants indicated with a button press when they were ready to begin,

and the stimuli started playing 2 s after their response. The location of the
to-be-attended speaker was highlighted by a red frame and the verbal
instruction remained in the center of the screen, to ensure the participants remembered which speaker to attend to during the entire trial.
Each stimulus was cut off before the speaker uttered the last word, and
then a target word appeared in the center of the screen. Participants’
explicit task was to indicate via button press whether the target word was
a congruent ending to the attended passage. For example: passage: “…my
parents thought that idea was” Target words: silly/amusing/funny (congruent); purple/cloudy/hanging (incongruent). Target words were
unique on each trial (no repetitions), and 50% were congruent with the
attended segment. Progression to the next trial was self-paced.
There were a total of 40 trials in each condition, with each individual
stimulus designated as the “attended” stimulus in 10 trials. The order of
the trials was randomized throughout the experiment. Breaks were given
approximately every 10 min, and the total duration of the experiment
was ⬃45 min.

Data analysis
All analyses were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks) and the
Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011). The data were noise reduced
off-line using a time-shift Principled Component Analysis (de Cheveigné
and Simon, 2007). Ocular and cardiac artifacts were corrected using ICA
decompositions (Jung et al., 2000). The data were visually inspected and
trials with large artifacts were removed from further analysis. The data
were initially segmented into trials starting 4 s before stimulus onset and
lasting for 16 s poststimulus to include the entire duration of all stimuli
and to avoid contamination of edge effects in subsequent filtering and
spectral analysis.
Although behavioral performance was ⬃80% correct, we nonetheless
included both correct and incorrect trials in our analysis. This decision
was mainly due to the small number of trials per stimulus (n ⫽ 10), since
the electrophysiological measures used here are highly sensitive to number of trials and need to be equated across stimuli. Due to limitations on
the total length of the experiment it was not feasible to substantially
increase the number of trials. We recognize that this may potentially
weaken the size of our effects, since we cannot know if incorrect responses are due to lapses of attention or whether attention was appropriately allocated, but participants made mistakes in the comprehension
task. Nonetheless, we argue that any significant effects found despite this
caveat are valid, because including incorrect trials works against our
hypothesis.
We performed two complementary analyses to evaluate the envelopetracking responses in the MEG signal.
Phase dissimilarity/selectivity analysis. For the Single Speaker trials, we
computed a “phase-dissimilarity index,” introduced by Luo and Poeppel
(2007), which characterizes the consistency and uniqueness of the temporal (phase) pattern of neural responses to different speech tokens. The
rationale behind this analysis is to compare the phase consistency across
repetitions of the same stimulus (within-stimulus) with a baseline of
phase consistency across trials in which different stimuli were presented
(across-stimuli).
Since the stimuli differed somewhat in their duration, this analysis
focused on the first 8 s of each epoch, matching the duration of the
shortest stimulus. For each participant and each sensor, we first estimated the momentary phase in single trials. Since previous studies have
shown phase dissimilarity effects primarily in frequencies ⬍10 Hz, we
performed a wavelet decomposition of single trials using a complex
6-cycle Morlet wavelet in logarithmic steps between 0.5 and 15 Hz, resulting in 51 frequency points. Next, we calculated the intertrial phaselocking value (ITC; Eq. 1) at each time-frequency point, across all trials in
which the same stimulus was presented. For each frequency level, the ITC
time course was averaged over time (0 – 8 s) and across all stimuli to
obtain the average within-stimulus ITC.
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The across-stimuli ITC was estimated using the same approach but using
shuffled data, such that that the ITC was computed across randomly
selected trials in which different stimuli were presented. The phase dissimilarity index is computed as the difference between the within-stimuli
and the across-stimuli ITC (Eq. 2a). Large phase-dissimilarity values
indicate that the responses to individual stimuli have a highly consistent
time course as evidenced in the response to single trials. This analysis was
performed separately for the A and AV trials.

共 a 兲 : phase_dissimilarity 共 f 兲 ⫽ ITC 共 f 兲 within_stim
⫺ ITC 共 f 兲 across_stim

共 b 兲 : phase_selectivity 共 f 兲 ⫽ ITC 共 f 兲 within_attention
⫺ ITC 共 f 兲 across_attention

(2)

For the Cocktail Party trials, we computed a “phase-selectivity index,”
which is based on the same logic as the phase-dissimilarity index but is
designed to determine how attention modulates the temporal pattern of
the neural response, given a particular pair of speakers. To this end, we
calculated the within-attention and across-attention ITC (Eq. 2b), defined as follows. The within-attention ITC was computed across all trials
in which the same pair of speakers was presented and the same speaker
was attended. The across-attention ITC was computed across trials in
which the same pair of speakers was presented, but with a random mixture of attend-female and attend-male trials. The within-attention and
across-attention ITCs are then averaged over time and stimulus pairs and
subtracted from each other yielding the phase-selectivity index (Eq. 2b).
Large phase-selectivity values indicate that the time course of the neural responses is influenced by attention and is substantially different
when attending to different stimuli, despite the identical acoustic input.
In contrast, low phase selectivity would suggest similar patterns of the
neural responses despite attending to different speakers, a pattern that
likely represents a mixture of responses to both speakers, which is not
modulated by attention.
To select channels for statistical analysis, we collapsed the phasedissimilarity and phase-selectivity indices across all conditions, frequencies, and participants, and selected the 20 channels with the highest
averaged values. The procedure ensured that channel selection was not
biased by condition or frequency band. We then averaged the phasedissimilarity and phase-selectivity indices across those 20 channels separately for each condition and frequency band. Since ITC values are
not normally distributed, we applied a rau transformation phasedissimilarity and phase-selectivity indices before make them suitable for
linear parametric statistical testing (Studebaker, 1985). For each condition, we determined which frequencies had significant phase dissimilarity/selectivity using a t test at each frequency level. We controlled for
multiple comparisons by requiring clusters of at least four consecutive
frequency points at a significance level of p ⬍ 0.01. To evaluate AV
effects, we performed a paired t test between the average phase dissimilarity/selectivity in the AV and A conditions, and separately for the Single
Speaker and Cocktail Party conditions.
Temporal response function. To determine the relationship between the
neural response and the presented speech stimuli, we estimated a linear
temporal response function (TRF) between the stimulus and the response. The neural response r(t) is modeled by the temporal envelope of
the presented speaker s(t) as follows:

r共t兲 ⫽

冘



s 共 t ⫺  兲 TRF 共  兲 ⫹  共 t 兲

(3)

The TRF(t) is a linear kernel and (t) is the residual response not explained by the model (Ding and Simon, 2012). The broadband envelope
of speech s(t) was extracted by filtering the speech stimuli between 250
and 4000 Hz and extracting the temporal envelope using a Hilbert transform. The temporal response functions TRF(t) were fitted using normalized reverse correlation as implemented in the STRFpak MATLAB
toolbox (http://strfpak.berkeley.edu/) (Theunissen et al., 2001; Lalor and
Foxe, 2010). Normalized reverse correlation involves inverting the autocorrelation matrix of the stimulus, which is usually numerically ill conditioned. Therefore, a pseudo-inverse is applied instead, which ignores

eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix that are smaller than a predefined tolerance factor. The tolerance factor was scanned and determined by a pre-analysis to optimize the predictive power and then fixed
for all sensors and participants.
TRF was estimated independently for each participant at each sensor,
and separately for each of the four conditions. For the Single Speaker
conditions, r(t) was a concatenated vector of the responses to each stimulus averaged over trials, and s(t) was a vector of the envelopes, concatenated in the same manner. In the Cocktail Party conditions, r(t) was a
concatenated vector of the responses to each attended-stimulus averaged
over trials, and it was modeled by the temporal envelopes of both the
attended and ignored speakers (sA(t) and sI(t), respectively), generating a
temporal response function for each speaker (TRFA and TRFI,
respectively).
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If the two films presented in the same trial had different lengths, only the
portion of the stimulus that overlapped in time was included in the
model, and the response r(t) to that stimulus pair was truncated accordingly. Both r(t) and s(t) were downsampled to 100 Hz before model
estimation.
The TRFs were 300 ms long (30 estimated points) and were estimated
using a jackknife cross-validation procedure to minimize effects of overfitting (Ding and Simon, 2012). In this procedure, given a total of N
stimuli, a TRF is estimated between s(t) and r(t) derived from N ⫺ 1
stimuli, and this estimate is used to predict the neural response to the
left-out stimulus. The goodness of fit of the model was evaluated by the
correlation between the actual neural response and the model prediction,
called predictive power (David et al., 2007). The predictive power calculated from each jackknife estimate is averaged.
To evaluate the significance of the TRF estimate, we repeated the crossvalidation procedure for each participants and each sensor on surrogate
data, mismatching the stimulus and responses vectors. The statistical
significance of the predictive power of TRF estimation from the real data
was evaluated by comparing it to the predictive power of the surrogate
TRFs using a paired t test. Similarly, we evaluated the significance of the
peak amplitude of the estimated TRF by comparing it to the amplitude of
the surrogate TRFs at the same time point using a paired t test.

Source reconstruction
The analyses were repeated in source space for five of the participants for
whom structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was available. All
source reconstructions were done using minimum norm estimation
(Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994).
Each participant’s structural MRI was reconstructed using the FreeSurfer suite (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) to produce a 3D image of their MRI. This was used to localize neural activity onto the brain.
The source space was set up such that each participant’s brain surface
contained ⬃20480 “triangles” of localized dipoles. Due to computational
constraints, this value was downsampled using a triangulation procedure
that recursively subdivides the inflated spherical surface into icosahedrons and then subdivides the number of triangles (sides) of these icosahedrons by a factor of four for the TRF analysis, and by a factor of 16 for
the phase-dissimilarity calculations. This produced, for the TRF analysis,
a source space with 2562 sources per hemisphere, with an average source
spacing of ⬃6.2 mm. For the ITC calculations, this produced 642 sources
per hemisphere, with an average source spacing of ⬃10 mm.
The forward solution was computed using the decimated reconstruction
surface as well as the boundary element model information computed for a
single compartment (homogenous) model for MEG data only.
The inverse operator was then computed using the forward solution as
well as the noise covariance matrix computed from each participant; no
task data were collected at the beginning of the experimental session. A
depth weighting of 0.8 and a regularization parameter,  2, of 0.1 were
used.
The orientation of the sources was fixed to be normal to cortical
surface, as the primary source of the MEG signal is thought to origi-
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Figure 1. Paradigm and behavioral results. A, Illustration of the four experimental conditions. In each trial, a stimulus pair was presented with or without the corresponding video of the speakers
(AV/A) and either one speaker or both speakers were audible (Single Speaker/Cocktail Party). The red rectangle indicated which speaker was designated to be attended. Trial order was randomized
throughout the experiment. B, Ratio of correct responses, averaged across participants (⫾1 SEM). Performance was generally good in all conditions, indicating that participants were indeed
attending to the prescribed speaker. Performance was reduced slightly, but significantly, in the A Cocktail Party condition suggesting that selective attention was more challenging in the absence
of visual input.

nate from postsynaptic potentials of the apical dendrites of large
pyramidal cells orientated perpendicular to the cortical surface
(Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994). Input data for the ITC calculations were the raw time series of the neural responses to each of the
stimuli for each participant. Single trial time-frequency analysis was
performed on the source reconstructed data with the same analysis as
in the sensor space analysis (wavelet decomposition using a complex
6-cycle Morlet wavelet, logarithmically stepped between 0.5 and 15
Hz). For the TRF analyses, the TRF function estimated at the sensor
level was used as input into the source reconstruction and no further
time-frequency analysis was performed.
Individual participant brains were averaged onto a common participant brain using the FreeSurfer Suite using a transformation based on
Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates. Participant data were
smoothed across participants (on the participant average brain) using a
Gaussian smoothing function.

Results
Behavioral results
Task performance was generally good, indicating that the participants were attending appropriately according to instructions. In
the Single Speaker conditions, performance was equally good in
the A and AV trials (hit rates between 78 and 80%; t(12) ⫽ 1.12,
p ⬎ 0.2); however, in the Cocktail Party conditions performance
was significantly reduced in the A trials compared with the AV

trials (hit rates of 74 vs 81%, respectively; t(12) ⫽ 2.44, p ⬍ 0.05;
Fig. 1B).
MEG results
We used two complementary approaches to quantify neural envelope tracking and its selectivity in the Cocktail Party condition.
The first phase dissimilarity/selectivity approach evaluates the
consistency of the neural responses across repetitions of the same
stimulus, whereas the second temporal response function estimation approach computes the direct relationship between the stimulus and the neural response it elicits.
Phase dissimilarity and selectivity
Figure 2A illustrates qualitatively that listening to different
speech tokens in the Single Speaker condition elicits markedly
different temporal patterns of the neural response, as previously
demonstrated (Luo and Poeppel, 2007). This effect was quantified by calculating the phase-dissimilarity index, separately for A
and AV Single Speaker trials. Significant phase dissimilarity was
found for frequencies between 2 and 10 Hz ( p ⬍ 0.01; Fig 3A) in
both conditions, indicating that the phase of neural activity in
this frequency range faithfully tracked the presented speech token. The spatial distribution of the phase-dissimilarity index in
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Figure 2. Time course of MEG responses. Example time courses of the neural response to the different speech tokens, averaged over trials and participants and filtered between 1 and 10 Hz. Data
are shown averaged over the five sensors with the strongest auditory response (with negative polarity), indicated by green dots in the topographical map on the right. A, Neural response to two
different tokens presented Auditory Single Speaker condition. Replicating previous findings (Luo and Poeppel, 2007), different speech tokens elicit strikingly different time courses of response. B,
Neural responses when attending either to the female or male speaker in the Auditory Cocktail condition. The time courses in the two attentional conditions overlap significantly, with no apparent
attentional modulation. C, Neural responses when attending either to the female or male speaker in the Audio-Visual Cocktail condition. In this case, the time courses in the two attentional
conditions do not overlap, but rather the temporal pattern of the response is highly influenced by attention, yielding markedly different patterns when attending to different speakers, despite the
identical acoustic input.

this frequency range was typical of auditory responses. The difference between the phase dissimilarity in the A and AV conditions was not significant (t ⬍ 1.0), indicating that adding visual
input did not significantly improve the representation of the
stimulus in auditory cortex.
In the Cocktail Party conditions we calculated a phaseselectivity index, which follows the same logic as the phasedissimilarity index but characterizes how different the temporal
pattern of the neural responses is when attention is directed toward different speakers (attend female vs attend male), even
though the acoustic input remains the same (combination of the
two voices). In this case, high phase selectivity indicates selective
representation (tracking) of the attended stimulus, whereas low
phase selectivity indicates similar patterns of the neural responses, despite attending to different speakers; this pattern likely
represents a mixture of responses to both speakers with no detectable modulation by attention. Examples of how allocating
attention to different speakers influenced the time course of the
neural response in the A and AV cocktail conditions are shown in
Figure 2 B, C.
Significant phase selectivity was found in the AV cocktail condition between 3 and 8 Hz (Fig 3B) and shared a similar auditory
spatial distribution as the phase dissimilarity in the Single
Speaker condition. Crucially, the phase selectivity in the A cocktail condition did not reach the threshold for significance at any
frequency, and was significantly lower than in the AV cocktail
condition (t(12) ⫽ 3.07, p ⬍ 0.01).
The implication of these results is that viewing the face of an
attended speaker in a Cocktail Party situation enhances the capacity of auditory cortex to selectively represent and track that

speaker, just as if that speaker were presented alone. However,
this capacity is sharply reduced when relying only on auditory
information alone, with the neural response showing no detectable selectivity.
We next investigated whether the observed envelope tracking
in the A and AV conditions indeed reflects activity in auditory
cortex, or whether when viewing movies a similar tracking response is found in visual cortex (or both). To this end, we repeated the analysis in source space for five of the participants for
whom structural MRIs were available. Results show that the
phase-dissimilarity and phase-selectivity effects are entirely attributed to auditory cortex, in both the A and AV conditions (Fig.
4). The source localization results did not adhere to strict anatomical boundaries (e.g., the Sylvian Fissure), but rather formed
a region of activity centered in auditory regions but extending
beyond these areas. This pattern is likely due to limitations of the
source reconstruction given the low number of participants for
this analysis (five), as well as field spread of low-frequency signals
(see discussion by Schoffelen and Gross, 2009; Peelle et al., 2012).
TRF estimation
The phase-dissimilarity index gives a robust estimate of how well
the neural response represents a particular stimulus, but it remains an indirect measure of envelope tracking. A more direct
approach is to estimate a TRF, which models the relationship
between speech stimuli and the neural responses they elicit, as
well as the temporal lag between them (Theunissen et al., 2001;
Lalor and Foxe, 2010; Ding and Simon, 2012). We estimated the
TRFs between the speech envelope and the neural response in
each of the four conditions. In the Cocktail Party conditions, the
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TRF model was estimated using the envelopes of both the attended and ignored
speakers, which allowed us to compare the
responses to each of the concurrently presented stimuli and estimate the relative
contribution of each stimulus to the measured response (see Materials and Methods). The predictive power of the model
(averaged across all conditions) was significantly higher than chance (t(12) ⫽ 3.56,
p ⬍ 0.005 vs surrogate TRFs), confirming
the robustness of the estimation.
Results of the TRF analysis are shown
in Figure 5. The TRF, averaged across all
conditions, had a significant peak at ⬃50
ms ( p ⬍ 0.01 vs surrogate TRFs), which
displayed the spatial distribution of an auditory response, indicating that the neural
response in auditory cortex tracked the
speech envelope with a lag of ⬃50 ms. The
absolute value of this peak was taken to
reflect the strength of the envelope tracking,
which we compared across the different
conditions. In the Single Speaker condition,
TRF amplitude was significantly higher for
AV versus A trials (t(12) ⫽ 2.7, p ⬍ 0.05).
Since the phase dissimilarity was significant for both AV and A trials, indicating that different tokens elicit unique
temporal patterns of neural response in
both conditions, this additional TRF ef- Figure 3. Phase dissimilarity and selectivity. A, Phase-dissimilarity values at frequencies between 1 and 16 Hz for the Single
fect could either reflect visual enhance- Speaker trials in the AV (left) and A (right) conditions, averaged across participants at the top 20 channels (gray shadow indicates
ment of the amplitude neural response ⫾1 SEM over participants). The red line indicates frequencies where phase dissimilarity was significant in each condition ( p ⬍
or improved temporal tracking of the 0.01) B, Phase selectivity values between 1 and 16 Hz for the Cocktail Party trials in the AV (left) and A (right) conditions, averaged
across participants at the top 20 channels (gray shadow indicates ⫾1 SEM over participants). The red line indicates frequencies
speaker in the AV condition.
In the Cocktail Party condition, we where phase selectivity was significant in each condition ( p ⬍ 0.01) C, Average values of phase dissimilarity/selectivity between
4 and 8 Hz in all conditions. D, Topographical distribution of phase dissimilarity/selectivity values, averaged across all conditions
performed a two-way ANOVA between and participants. This distribution is typical of auditory responses.
Modality (A/AV) and Speaker (attended/
ignored). There was a main effect of Movisual input in resolving perceptual ambiguity and in directing
dality (F(1,12) ⫽ 11.9, p ⬍ 0.005), which shows that tracking was
attention toward a behaviorally relevant speaker in a noisy
overall better for AV versus A stimuli. There was also a main effect
environment.
of Type (F(1,12) ⫽ 5.6, p ⬍ 0.05), and the interaction between the
Behavioral studies also show robust interference effects
factors trended toward significance (F(1,12) ⫽ 3.4, p ⫽ 0.08). Post
from ignored stimuli (Cherry, 1953; Moray, 1959; Wood and
hoc analyses indicated that for the AV stimuli, TRF amplitude was
Cowan, 1995; Beaman et al., 2007), which are, arguably, due to
significantly higher for the attended versus the ignored speaker
the fact that ignored stimuli are also represented in auditory
(t(13) ⫽ 2.6, p ⬍ 0.05), but this difference was not significant in
cortex (albeit often with reduced amplitude; Woldorff et al.,
the A trials (t ⬍ 1.0). Source reconstruction of the TRF signal in a
1993; Ding and Simon, 2012). Thus, improving the selectivity
subset of five participants confirmed that the envelope-tracking
of auditory tracking is likely to have causal implications for
response originated in auditory cortex (Fig 5B). No evidence for
performance, and indeed here we show that in the Cocktail
an envelope-tracking response was found in visual regions.
Party conditions performance improved in the AV compared
with the A condition, alongside an increase in selective
Discussion
tracking.
The findings demonstrate that viewing a speaker’s face enhances
the capacity of auditory cortex to track the temporal speech envelope of that speaker. Visual facilitation is most effective in a
Visual cues facilitate speech-envelope tracking
Cocktail Party setting, and promotes preferential or selective
Multiple studies have shown that congruent visual input entracking of the attended speaker, whereas without visual input no
hances the neural responses to speech in auditory cortex and
significant preference for the attended is achieved. This pattern is
in higher order speech-related areas (Callan et al., 2003; Sein line with behavioral studies showing that the contribution of
kiyama et al., 2003; Besle et al., 2004; Bishop and Miller, 2009;
congruent visual input to speech processing is most substantial
McGettigan et al., 2012); however, exactly how the visual inunder noisy auditory conditions (O’Neill, 1954; Sumby and Polput influences activity in auditory cortex is not well underlack, 1954; Helfer and Freyman, 2005; Ross et al., 2007; Bishop
stood. In this study we find that when a Single Speaker is
and Miller, 2009). These results underscore the importance of
presented, reliable low-frequency phase tracking is achieved in
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Figure 4. Source reconstruction of the phase dissimilarity/selectivity. Reconstruction of ITC between 4 and 8 Hz was performed in each condition for a subset of five participants. Hot and cold
colors, respectively, represent strong and weak ITC. Results indicate that phase tracking originates in auditory cortex in all conditions, but is substantially reduced in the A Cocktail condition. Notably,
no evidence for phase tracking is found in visual cortex in either of the AV conditions.

nificant selectivity, whereas viewing the
talking face allows auditory cortex to preferentially track the attended at the expense of the ignored speaker.
Which aspects of the visual input facilitate envelope tracking in auditory cortex?
Two types of facial gestures in speech,
which operate on different timescales,
have been shown to correlate with speech
acoustics and improve speech processing.
The first are articulation movements of
the mouth and jaw, which are correlated
with the temporal envelope of speech,
both of which are temporally modulated
at rates between 2 and 7 Hz (Grant and
Seitz, 2000; Chandrasekaran et al., 2009),
commensurate with the syllabic rate of
speech and the frequency range where we
and others have found phase-tracking effects. Several studies have demonstrated
increased speech recognition and intelligibility when acoustic input was accompanied by visualization of articulatory
gestures (Grant and Seitz, 2000; Grant,
2001; Kim and Davis, 2003). Beyond the
contribution of articulatory gestures, other
aspects of body movements, such as head
Figure 5. TRF analysis. A, Estimated TRF waveforms across all conditions, averaged over the top 10 sensors with positive TRF
peak polarity. Top, TRFs to AV and A speech in the Single Speaker condition. The TRFs share a similar time course, with a prominent and eyebrow movements, have also been
peak at 50 ms, which is larger in the AV versus A condition. Bottom, TRFs to attended and ignored speakers in the AV (left) and A shown to improve speech recognition
(right) conditions. In the AV condition the response is strikingly selective for the attended speaker whereas in the A condition (Munhall et al., 2004; Scarborough et al.,
similar responses are found for attended and ignored speakers. B, Bar graphs depicting the average TRF peak amplitude at 50 ms 2009). Head movements and other body
across all conditions (absolute value), averaged across the top 20 sensors. C, Topographical distribution of TRF peak amplitude motions are linked to the production of suaveraged over all participants and conditions (left) and source reconstruction of the TRF peak from five participants (right), prasegmental features of speech such as
indicating it originates in auditory cortex.
stress, rhythmicity, and other aspects of
prosody (Birdwhistell, 1970; Bennett, 1980;
Hadar et al., 1983).
auditory cortex both with and without visual input (as indicated
Common
to
both
types
of facial gestures is the fact that they
by equivalent degrees of phase dissimilarity), yet the amplitude of
precede
the
acoustic
signal.
Facial articulation movements prethis tracking response is enhanced in the AV condition (shown by
cede speech by 100 –300 ms (Grant and Seitz, 2000; Chandraseka larger TRF peak amplitude), implying visual amplification of
aran et al., 2009), and the onset of head movements generally
the auditory response. In the Cocktail Party case the role of visual
precedes the onset of stressed syllables by at least 100 ms (Hadar
input becomes more crucial since in its absence similar responses
et al., 1983). This has lead to the suggestion that visual input
are obtained for attended and ignored speakers yielding no sig-
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assists speech perception by predicting the timing of the upcoming auditory input. Estimating when auditory input will occur
serves to enhance sensitivity and promote optimal processing in
auditory cortex. Supporting this proposal, Schwartz et al. (2004)
demonstrated improved intelligibility when auditory syllables
were presented together with lip movements that predicted the
timing of auditory input, even if the visual cues themselves carried no information about the identity of the syllable (Kim and
Davis, 2003). Further supporting the predictive role carried by
visual input, neurophysiological data by Arnal et al. (2009, 2011)
demonstrate that the early neural response to AV syllables (⬍200
ms) is enhanced in a manner proportional to the predictive value
carried by the visual input.
The predictive role assigned to visual cues is in line with the
“Attention in Time” hypothesis (Large and Jones, 1999; Jones
et al., 2006; Nobre et al., 2007; Nobre and Coull, 2010), which
posits that attention can be directed to particular points in
time when relevant stimuli are expected, similar to the allocation of spatial attention. Speech is naturally rhythmic, and
predictions about the timing of upcoming events (e.g., syllables) can be formed from temporal regularities within the
acoustics alone (Elhilali et al., 2009; Shamma et al., 2011), yet
visual cues that precede the audio can serve to reinforce and
tune those predictions. Moreover, if the visual input also carries predictive informative about the speech content (say a
bilabial vs velar articulation), the listener can derive further
processing benefit.
A mechanistic perspective on speech-envelope tracking
From a mechanistic perspective, we can offer two hypotheses
as to how the Attention in Time hypothesis could be implemented on the neural level. The first possibility is that auditory
cortex contains spectrotemporal representations of both
speakers; however, the portion of the auditory response that is
temporally coherent with the visual input is selectively amplified. This perspective of binding through temporal coherence
is in line with computational perspectives on stream segregation (Elhilali et al., 2009). Alternatively, it has been shown that
predictive nonauditory input can reset the phase of lowfrequency oscillations in auditory cortex (Lakatos et al., 2007,
2009; Kayser et al., 2008), a mechanism that could be particularly advantageous for improving selective envelope tracking
under adverse auditory conditions, such as the Cocktail Party
situation. Since low-frequency oscillations govern the timing
of neuronal excitability (Buzsáki and Chrobak, 1995; Lakatos
et al., 2005; Mizuseki et al., 2009), visually guided phase resets
in auditory cortex would align the timing of high neuronal
excitability with the timing of attended events, and consequently, events from the to-be-ignored streams would naturally fall on random phases of excitability, contributing to
their perceptual attenuation (Schroeder et al., 2008; Zion
Golumbic et al., 2012). Both perspectives emphasize the significance of temporal structure in forming a neural representation for speech and selecting the appropriate portion of the
auditory scene; however, additional research is needed to fully
understand the mechanistic interaction between the visual
and auditory speech content.
Another mechanistic question raised by these data are
whether visual facilitation of the envelope-tracking response is
mediated through multisensory regions, such as the superior
temporal and intraparietal sulci, and then fed back to auditory
cortex (Beauchamp et al., 2004), or whether it is brought about
through feedforward projections from extralemniscal thalamic

regions, or direct lateral connections between visual and auditory
cortex (Schroeder et al., 2008; Musacchia and Schroeder, 2009).
Adjudicating between these possibilities requires additional research; however, the fact that AV influences were observed here
as early as 50 ms hints that it is influenced through either
thalamocortical or lateral connections between the sensory
cortices.
Relationship to previous studies
There is evidence that while watching movies, visual cortex also
displays phase locking to the stimulus (Luo et al., 2010). However, in the current study both the phase-dissimilarity/selectivity
effects and TRF estimation were localized to auditory cortex, and
we found no evidence for phase locking and/or envelope tracking
in visual regions. This does not preclude the possibility that there
is phase locking to the videos in visual cortex, which might be too
weak to pick up using the current experimental design (due to the
relatively dull visual input of a face with little motion) or might
not be locked to the acoustic envelope.
Previous studies have also shown preferential tracking of
attended versus ignored speech even without visual input
(Kerlin et al., 2010; Ding and Simon, 2012), similar to classic
attentional modulation of evoked responses (Hubel et al.,
1959; Hillyard et al., 1973; Tiitinen et al., 1993). These findings
contrast with the current results where we failed to find significant attentional modulations in the auditory-only condition. However, critically, in those studies the two speakers
were presented from different spatial locations, and not from
a central location as in the current study. It is well established
that spatial information contributes to stream segregation and
attentional selection (Moore and Gockel, 2002; Fritz et al.,
2007; Hafter et al., 2007; Elhilali and Shamma, 2008; Elhilali et
al., 2009; McDermott, 2009; Shamma et al., 2011). Thus, the
attentional effects reported in those studies could have been
influenced by spatial cues. Future experiments are needed to
assess the relative contribution of visual, spatial, and spectral
cues to selective envelope-tracking.
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